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What to Do With a 
Broken LMS
RAMESH RAMANI

Dated learning and management systems may seem to be more trouble than 
they’re worth, but deciding whether to buy or build a new system requires 
leaders to consider all the angles.
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M
ost large organizations rely on a 
learning management system (LMS) 
to run and support their enterprise’s 
learning programs. But many of these 
systems were conceived in the 1990s 

and are showing their age. In addition to poor usabil-
ity, unreliable performance and limited scalability, these 
legacy systems predate the cloud computing revolution 
and lack basic social and informal learning tools and 
global connectivity.

“The need for linking traditional learning to emerg-
ing learning functionalities, as well as connecting 
learners globally, is only getting more important,” said 
David Mallon, vice president of research at Bersin & 
Associates. “So if an organization’s reached the point 
with sufficient motivation and budget to add next-gen 
LMS capabilities, then no time is better than now. It’s 
definitely worth doing.”

While there’s no question that aging learning sys-
tems must be updated to meet modern learning needs, 
many learning leaders are debating how to efficiently 
and cost-effectively fix a broken, outdated LMS — 
whether it’s best to build or buy. There are a few com-
mon scenarios:

Resist the Temptation to Build a Learning Portal 
Building or buying learning portals to remedy legacy 
LMS issues aren’t on many companies’ radars, as com-
pared to a few years ago, Mallon said.

However, learning portals do 
provide a quick fix for updating 
LMS functionality. But building a 
learning portal from scratch may 
be unnecessary, and is a poor allo-
cation of risk and resources, since 
pre-built portals are available. 

Some learning organizations 
are still tempted because IT de-
partments already build portals, so 
developing a learning portal doesn’t 
seem all that different or difficult. And executives are 
often enticed by the potential cost savings associated 
with using internal resources.

However, it’s not as easy to build a learning portal 
as it may appear on the surface. Complications can 
include:

LMS and portal.

creating dynamic, Web 2.0 environments needed 
to improve usability.

the LMS for meaningful business impact.

portal support.

Not only do these complications bloat learning 
portal development costs and delivery times, they also 
can produce a portal without a true learning focus or 
that never works to begin with.

Buying a Learning Portal: A Good Short-Term Solution
Learning portals extend the intelligence and function-

Source: IDC, 2012

FIGURE 1: WHY REPLACE OUTDATED LEARNING PLATFORMS WITH MODERN LMSES?

 Feature What it does

 Unified learning ecosystem Offer fully integrated formal, informal and social learning.

 Global, scalable deployment Deploy learning globally via the cloud with localized languages and content; 
  scale service on-demand with system reliability.

 Customizable user interfaces Configure multiple, unique user interfaces pulling from one LMS foundation to meet internal 
  and external learning audience needs.

 Real-time collaboration Foster meaningful collaboration with social networking, best practice forums, 
  expert networks, blogs, chat and wikis.

 Advanced e-commerce  Establish proficient e-commerce systems for external audiences and for-profit programs;
 and reporting employ advanced analytics and reporting tools.

ON THE WEB
With holiday shopping 
picking up, CLOs in 
the market for an LMS 
should follow these 
tips at CLOmedia.
com/articles/
view/3996.
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Don McIntosh: With over 400 LMSes available, it seems 
foolish to me to build one from scratch. The process would 
take longer, be more expensive and have many headaches. 
If you have a large IT group with nothing to do, if the needs 

of your organization are truly unique, then it might make sense.

Donald H. Taylor: There are so many LMSes available it 
would be madness to write your own. Maintaining your 
LMS afterwards (dealing with scope creep, modifications 
and bug fixes) will be a full-time job. Spend the time you 

would have spent scoping an LMS on talking to organizations that are 
delighted with the learning technology they are using. You’ll soon find an 
LMS to fit.

Andy Wooler: In addition to the challenge of having to build 
and maintain it, the in-house system will need to integrate 
into the wider HR technology infrastructure such as talent, 
performance, HRIS and your HR data solution. For me, 

there’s a wider question here too, and that is why is your LMS broken/
outdated in the first place? Did you customize it so much you couldn’t 
keep up with the updates? Have your business requirements changed 
since you implemented it? Is it part of a holistic solution for HR or does it 
sit in glorious isolation? Before going anywhere near an in-house build, 
revisit the business requirements and your current solution’s ability to 
be configured to meet new or changed needs. 

Susan Fore: Years ago we were asked to cut operational 
costs and one way was to stop funding our LMS and having 
a replacement system created internally. The IT guy spent a 
couple of hours reviewing our current system and our 

requirements. He walked away shaking his head and said no way did 
they want to touch the project. We continued with the purchased 
system. Your money will be well spent to ensure you have the right 
requirements defined, then pick a system. There are a lot of suitable 
products. None are perfect!

Ironwood Learning: I used a custom LMS for 10 years and 
quickly discovered how difficult and expensive it is to keep 
the technology up to date and working for our customers. I 
would never recommend building or doing significant 

customizations to an LMS today. There are some very good products 
available that are very easy to use and configure for both administrative 
staff and the end user. Remember, is it all about delivering learning to 
the end user so we can measure the transfer of knowledge, improve 
skills, reduce errors and increase company profits. Keep it simple so 
learners can find, register and consume content to support their jobs.

Gary Wise: I’ve done both, built one from scratch and 
bought four others in previous lives. Don’t rush to build 
something. There is too much technology out there today 
to do that. With the way learning is converging with work, 

my last big purchase was an electronic performance support system 
that dramatically reduced the need for the LMS. You have options ... 
and the technology is keeping pace with business needs. ... It is we 
who are not keeping up because we are still dragging a big ol’ LMS 
around when Web 2.0 technology has the potential to change the 
rules of learning engagement in a very agile way at the point of 
work.

Peter Cridland: Another way to look at it is economies of 
scale. A reasonably successful vendor could have 
hundreds of customers or more. The vendor has invested 
significant in the flexibility and agility to meet the 

requirements of all those customers. Compare this with trying to 
build your own. You would need a large pool of freely available, 
cheap resources that can build and then support a production 
environment year after year. For any business that needs to maintain 
focus and competitive edge with its end customers, don’t waste your 
time and resources trying to replicate technology already available.

Gloria Pakravan: With so many vendors out there, the 
marketplace is confusing. But building your own would 
go from confusing to madness! The process that I like to 
use when choosing an LMS or replacing one is the 

following:
1. Document your current state. 
2. Document your desired state.  
3. Based on the above, put together a requirements list and 
determine what of the list is must haves vs. nice to haves.  
4. Issue an RFP.  
5. Have vendors demo the product.  
6. Short list to top two to three vendors and ask for a 
sandbox, an environment the vendor provides for potential 
customers to play with the software. Using your desired 
state, create use cases and go through the sandbox to see 
if there is a fit.

It may take a little longer, but you will end up selecting the best 
product for your requirements. And it is so worth it ... rather than a 
few years later having to rip and replace.

What do you think? Join the discussion at linkd.in/SeYoAl or 
follow us @CLOmedia. 

READER REACTION
We asked our LinkedIn members: When you’re stuck with an outdated LMS, is it better to build or buy? Why? Here’s what a few had to say:

ality of an underlying LMS, while shielding learners 
from the system’s natural complexity. Usually they pro-
vide a more effective, Web-based, centralized structure 
that learners are more likely to use and understand.

In a custom learning portal project, it can be a 
struggle to build even basic functionality, such as 
search and register engines, in a way that’s simple to 
maintain and meaningful to all audiences. However, 
basic and advanced features such as social networking 
and informal learning can be built in and road tested 
to work in pre-built learning portals — upgrading 
LMS capabilities rather than building from scratch. 

Some benefits of buying a well-designed learning 
portal include:

 In 2010, data storage company EMC had a work-
ing LMS, but its user interface was tough to operate 
and not intuitive, so the company decided to invest 
in a new learning portal. Going with a known system 
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made more sense than building one due to cost and 
time-intensive requirements to customize its legacy 
platform. Plus, EMC Education Services was not 
ready to replace its LMS.

“We needed to provide our customers and channel 
partners with an optimal, simple way to use and man-
age all of their learning,” said Tom Clancy, EMC’s vice 
president of education services.

Adding a learning portal on top of its LMS im-
proved the experience for the company’s training 
customers. “Investing in proven learning portal tech-
nology was a great solution for meeting our current 
learning goals,” Clancy said. 

Mallon said corporate executives aren’t building 
LMSes internally because learning is a complicated 
niche market, and most lack the experience and ex-
pertise to do so. Further, it can be more expensive and 
time-consuming to build an LMS versus buying a 
newer, more advanced platform.

While building a next-generation LMS isn’t al-
ways a viable option for learning organizations, some 
corporations are experimenting with virtual learning 
environments (VLEs), such as Moodle, or enterprise 
content management (ECM) programs, such as 
SharePoint, to address usability, scope and reliability 
issues.

Moodle is a VLE designed to support learning in 
the academic community. While there’s growing inter-
est in applying it to corporate learning, actual imple-
mentations are limited.

“Few corporate organizations have adopted Moo-
dle as a strategic learning platform. And if they have, 
Moodle’s just one component of a traditional learn-
ing technology infrastructure, alongside an LMS and 
other e-learning tools,” wrote the author of a 2012 
Elearnity report.

Moodle lacks the functionality to manage as a 
lightweight LMS in a corporate learning context, un-
less it is substantially customized. In rare corporate de-
ployments, the desired enhanced functionality often 
comes from vendor modules versus Moodle code. 

Companies are also augmenting “bare-bones” 
LMSes that only meet basic reporting and delivery 
needs, with collaboration software. This is a passable 
building option only if a few cutting-edge capabilities 
found in 21st century LMSes (Figure 1) are desired.

Buying a Next-Generation LMS 
There are a growing number of cloud-based LMSes on 
the market that present a fresh way to address learning. 

By unlocking the full power of the cloud and em-
ploying Web 2.0 technologies, this new breed of dy-
namic learning platforms empower global organiza-

tions to deliver far 
more easy, effec-
tive and responsive 
learning. Further, 
since they were de-
veloped post-mil-
lennium, they often 
feature the intuitive, 
self-service design 
today’s learners de-
mand.

These learner-
centric LMSes are 
solid choices for en-
terprises that want 
traditional and state-
of-the-art learning 
system features and 
functionalities in 
one ready-to-go, simple-to-implement, proven and 
tested platform.

Despite the many benefits, there’s one major draw-
back to buying a new learning system — cost. While 
most new-era LMSes are less expensive than legacy 
platforms were a decade ago, they still require a sizable 
investment.

If an organization doesn’t need advanced learning 
features to drive learning progression, buying a new 
LMS is not worth the expenditure. However, if the 
company can benefit from the innovative capabilities 
of a modern LMS, it will reap ROI.

“In many cases, it’s cheaper and easier to ditch fail-
ing LMSes and start fresh,” Mallon said.

Before buying an LMS, research the options. Pro-
viders may claim to deliver all of the aforementioned 
new-age features, but some don’t, some are developing 
them and some patchwork outsourced programs.

Whether to build or buy a new-generation learn-
ing system is a critical question corporate leaders must 
take seriously. Building a learning portal or an LMS has 
inherent risks and can be a costly, time-consuming en-
deavor. Buying learning technology can improve LMS 
reliability and bringing its functionality into the 21st 
century.

These new-age learning systems can provide a 
ready-now solution that grows with an organization’s 
needs, serves a global learner base, integrates social and 
informal learning and delivers intuitive, engaging us-
ability. CLO  

Ramesh Ramani is the founder and CEO of Expertus, a global, 
cloud-based LMS software and service provider. He can be 
reached at editor@CLOmedia.com.

DATA POINTS: 

companies have an LMS, and almost 
30 percent are considering replacing or 
upgrading them (Bersin & Associates 
2011 report).

LMS usability; 45 percent grade LMS 
performance at a C, D or F (Training 
Industry and Expertus 2010 survey).

believe the LMS can impede learning 
(e-Learning Guild 2010 survey).


